Johnnie Walker Black Label - 12yo, 40% vol
Originally known as Walker's Kilmarnock Whisky, the Johnnie Walker brand is a legacy left by John "Johnnie" Walker after he started to sell
whisky in his grocer's shop in Ayrshire, Scotland.
The brand became popular, but after Walker's death in 1857 it was his son Alexander Walker and grandson Alexander Walker II who were
largely responsible for establishing the whisky as a popular brand.
Black Label is an 80 proof (40% ABV) blend of about 40 whiskies, each aged at least 12 years.

Glenkinchie Single Malt - 12yo, 43% vol
Founded in 1825 in the outlying farmland around Edinburgh as Milton distillery (before being renamed in 1837), Glenkinchie languished in
obscurity for over 150 years before becoming an international brand almost overnight at the end of the 1980s.

Singleton Single Malt - 12yo, 40% vol
A relaunched Singleton, this time from Dufftown, to replace the now-defunct Singleton of Auchroisk.
This smooth, mellow dram is designed to attract new drinkers to the malt category.

Talisker Single Malt - 10 yo, 45.8% vol
The Isle of Skye's only single malt, and one that is loved all over the world for its maritime character. A massive success as the island
representative in Diageo's 'Classic Malts' series, Talisker 10yo's profile keeps increasing as more fans discover its intense coastal spicy, peaty
character. A truly elemental malt.

Chivas Regal - 12 yo, 40% vol
'The blend for grown-ups, for people who have made their rites of passage and are ready
to enjoy their success. Sweet, but not cloying. Buxom, but not overblown.
Balanced. 9/10.' Paul Pacult in Whisky Magazine April 2000.

Haig Club Single Grain - 40% vol
David Beckham has made his mark in the world of whisky with the launch of Haig Club. A light and sweet grain whisky, Haig Club is aimed at
drinkers who have yet to be won over by whisky’s charms. Named after John Haig, the founder of Cameronbridge distillery (where the whisky
is made), Haig Club is superb over ice, in long drinks or in short cocktails – it’s an easy-drinking dram that will win anyone over.

J&B Scotch - 40% vol
Each time you sip J&B RARE, 42 different whiskies pass your lips. They are carefully blended together to create a subtle, smooth and complex
flavour. The delicate balance is what gives J&B RARE its distinctive character. If we took even one whisky away you would taste the difference.
The heart of J&B RARE is formed by Speyside Malt Whiskies. They provide the fruity, fresh quality you can taste, and give J&B its light colour.
Speyside is recognised as the superior area in Scotland for making malt.
Added to that are some of the finest grain whiskies Scotland has to offer. They help reveal the individual flavours of the various malts,
unveiling the pleasant, smooth character of J&B.

Bells Blended Scotch - 40% vol
The distinctive taste of Bell's comes from bringing together a select blend of grain and fine malt whiskies, all matured in selected oak casks for
a richer flavour.
Gathered from whisky heartlands to include flavours like the smoky sea salt of the Islands and the fresh, sweet malts of Speyside they're
brought to the master blender at the Blair Athol distillery. There he marries them with our own rich, spiced and nutty malt to create Bell's
distinctive blend.
It's a recipe that dates back to the 19th century and has been raising the bar – and been raised in bars – ever since.

Famous Grouse - 40% vol
The Famous Grouse is a historic brand of blended whisky, created by Matthew Gloag in 1896. One of the
UK's bestselling brands, the blend's spiritual home is Glenturret distillery.
It has been Scotland's most popular Scotch since the 1980s and still is, as of the 2010s.

Glenfiddich - 12 yo, 40% vol
A colossus, Glenfiddich was established by William Grant in 1876, with the first spirit running off the stills in 1887.
Today the company is still run by his descendants and as the first whisky to truly market itself as a single malt, Glenfiddich now accounts for
about 30% of all single malt sales worldwide. One of the world's best-selling malts, Glenfiddich 12yo's famous triangular bottle is a fixture in
practically every bar on the globe. Light and easy-drinking stuff loved by millions.

Talisker Storm - 45.8% vol
Released in early 2013, Talisker Storm has all the warm, smoky, peppery characteristics we all love in the standard Talisker 10yo - but they've
been turned up a notch, with more smoke, more spices, and a bigger than ever flavour explosion

Glenmorangie Original 10 Years Old – 40% vol
The well-balanced flavour carries traces of honeywood and nuts, whilst the aftertaste is clean and salving. This is malt with an overall
impression that is refined and fresh.

Bushmills - 40% vol
Whiskey making at Bushmills draws on centuries-old distilling history, including a royal licence to distil whiskey, granted for the
county of Antrim in 1608. The benchmark Irish single malt, this has a far greater depth of flavour than standard Irish blends.
A former winner of Best Irish Single Malt Whiskey in the World at the World Whiskies Awards.
Jameson - 40% vol
The most popular Irish whiskey in the world, with more than 20 million bottles sold per year, all over the globe.
Produced at the Midleton distillery, it is the flagship whiskey of Irish Distillers.
This is a hugely popular Irish blend, renowned for its affinity with ginger ale. The default springboard into the fascinating world
of Irish whiskey,

Jack Daniels - 40% vol
Jack Daniels Say:
We do things a little differently around here – and that’s what gives Jack Daniel’s its distinctive character.
We charcoal mellow our whiskey drop by drop, then let it age in our own handcrafted barrels. And we don’t follow a calendar. Our Tennessee
Sippin’ Whiskey is ready only when our tasters say it is. We use our senses, just like Jack Daniel himself did. In fact, more than a century later,
our Tennessee Whiskey is still judged the same way. By the way it looks. By the way it smells. And, of course, by the way it tastes.

Jack Daniels Honey - 35% vol
Long awaited in the UK and with a big following in the USA, this is Jack Daniel's honey and whiskey
liqueur. A mix of regular Old No 7 and a spiced honey liqueur, it's got spice, sweetness, floral
undertones and a long smooth finish. Drink over ice, chilled or even in a cup of coffee - it's rather tasty.

Jack Daniels Tennessee Fire 35% vol
We stoke ten-foot blazes, rake red-hot coals and char our hand-raised barrels to craft every drop of Jack
Daniel’s Old No.7 Tennessee Whiskey. But that’s only the beginning. Because it’s then that we expertly
blend it with fiery hot cinnamon liqueur to create Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Fire. The result is an exceptionally
smooth flavour with a delicious finish. And that’s why we like to say it takes fire to make Jack, and Jack to
make Fire.

Knob Creek - 50% vol
When Booker Noe fathered the small batch movement over two decades ago, he created Knob Creek to
restore the standards of pre-prohibition bourbon. The result is an undeniably big, full flavor that strikes
your senses with a maple sugar aroma, distinctive sweetness and a rich, woody, caramel flavor with a long,
smooth finish.
Knob Creek is crafted in limited quantities, aged 9 years and placed in only the deepest charred American
Oak barrels to fully draw out the natural sugars. Then we bottle it at an honest 100 proof to reflect the flavor, strength and patience that
defined pre-prohibition whiskey.

Jim Beam Red Stag Black Cherry - 40% vol
A love-it-or-hate-it whiskey from Jim Beam, who have flavoured their bourbon with natural cherry flavour to make Red Stag.
Jim Beam Say:
Through a special infusion process, our distillers start with our fine Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey and then infuse it with natural flavors.
The result is the distinctive taste of Jim Beam® complemented with hints of cider, black cherry, or cinnamon spice, truly A Different Breed of
Bourbon™. Sometimes the uncharted path delivers the greatest rewards.

Jim Beam - 40% vol
American as apple pie and a testament to quality, tradition and passion, Jim Beam® is the best-selling brand of Kentucky straight bourbon in
the world. Seven generations of craftsmanship go into every bottle, along with corn, rye, barley malt, water, time and pride.
Jim Beam® is the flagship product of the Jim Beam® distillery, founded in 1795, and family operated for seven generations. It was given the
name "Jim Beam" in 1933 after Colonel James B. Beam, who rebuilt the business following Prohibition. When you take a sip of Jim Beam®
Original, you're savoring a Kentucky bourbon whiskey that has been produced essentially the same way by the same family for more than 200
years.

